Howdy Partners!
You have been chosen from a select group of applicants to train to be a Sheriff
in the Wild West!
th
At the end of initiation on Friday, June 14 , you will be sworn in as Deputies. If you complete the
requirement by the lucky September 13th
to a region of the Wild West.

, 2019, you will achieve the status of Sheriff and be assigned

1) Identify the U.S. Mint abbreviated “CC”.
Print out a State Map with its location.
Write/outline a brief history of the mint including years of operation, types of coins minted.
(>10 yr old: include date ranges for all coins minted – example: quarter minted between 18xx18xx etc).
2) Identify three (3) U.S. inventors that existed between 1860 and 1899. Identify at least one
invention for each inventor. (>10 yr old: Write a brief paragraph description about each
invention /or inventor)
3) Fill in the state quarter’s book provided to you. (>10 yrs old: find both P and D minted quarters)
4) Fill in the National Parks quarters provided to you (to date).
5) Print out a Map of the United States of America, show me which states you traveled though on
your journey to the “CC” mint. Display a quarter for each state you travel through to get there
(State or National Parks). (>10: how would you travel to get there in the between 1860-1899?
No, you cannot use a Transporter!)
If you collected the State Quarters and/or National Parks Quarters, you can use them for this Journey,
however, try to get complete the sets as much as you can. The easiest and fun way is search rolls of
quarters for your journey! Maybe you’ll get lucky and find a silver quarter (Pre-1965) or find the highly
sought after 2019 “W” West Point minted quarters!
Use a poster board to present your journey! Add color, pictures and anything else that will make your
journey stand out! In September, wear any kind of Western type clothing!
I will be available if you need help with your training by emailing gluemark@gmail.com. A meeting may
be warranted during the summer…stay tuned.
- Sheriff mCCoin.
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